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Abstract

This paper aims at collecting some of the foundational work on languages for global computing
systems relying on a flat net architecture. The main case-study languages dealt through the paper are
Dπ, lsdπ andµKLAIM , but also other two languages (namely Amadio’sπ1`-calculus and Sewell’sNO-
MADIC PICT) are also analysed. We compare their language design issues, their type theories and their
behavioural theories. Moreover, by means of some informal encoding, we shall give an evidence on
how strongly related they are. Finally, we shall comment on how the work presented here can influence
the development of more complex theories dealing with hierarchical structured languages for global
computing.
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1 Introduction

Technological advances of both computers and telecommunication networks, and definition of more effi-
cient communication protocols are leading to a ever-increasing integration of computing systems and to
diffusion of so calledglobal computers. Global computers share all the features of traditional distributed
systems, like components distribution, concurrency, absence of a global state, asynchrony of changes of
local states, and also have all the features ofopensystems, where new entities (usually called agents or
processes) can dynamically enter and exit the system: heterogeneity, autonomous components, dynamic
change of system configuration, mobility of programs and data. Global computer applications distinguish
themselves from traditional distributed applications not only in terms ofscalability (huge number of users
and nodes),connectivity(both availability and bandwidth),heterogeneity(operating systems and application
software) andautonomy(of administration domains having strong control of their resources), but particu-
larly in terms of the ability of dealing withdynamicandunpredictablechanges of their network environment
(e.g. availability of network connectivity, lack of resources, node failures, network reconfigurations and so
on).

A key research challenge is to identify what abstractions are more appropriate for programming global
computers and to supply foundational and effective tools to support development and certification (establish-
ing and proving correctness) of global computing applications. At a foundational level, several models and
languages, presented as process calculi or strongly based on them, have been developed that have improved
the formal understanding of the complex mechanisms underlying network awareness and code mobility.
We mention the Ambient calculus [6], the Dπ–calculus [20], the DJoin calculus [10],KLAIM [8], the Kell
calculus [35], and Nomadic Pict [36]. Their programming models encompass abstractions to represent the
execution contexts of the net where applications roam and run, and mechanisms for coordinating and moni-
toring the use of resources, and for supporting the specification and the implementation of security policies.

This paper aims at collecting some of the work on languages for global computing systems relying on
a flat net architecture. In these languages, processes (the computational entities) are allocated in different
nodes of a net, where a node is a named place hosting computations and offering resources for such com-
putations. A net is just a collection of nodes, i.e. no structure nor hierarchy between nodes is assumed.
Moreover, it is usually assumed that each node is reachable from any other node of the net that owns its
name.

These assumptions simplify the foundational work done for these languages. Indeed, the absence of pre-
defined location patterns to execute an action in a net greatly simplifies the operational semantics and, thus,
the underlying behavioural theories. This is evident, e.g., when comparing the bisimulation congruences
developed for Ambient-like languages [26, 7, 27] with the corresponding theories developed forµKLAIM

[15] and Dπ [17]. Also the typing systems developed for Ambient-like languages are more complicate then
those developed, e.g., for Dπ: the latter ones extendπ–calculus types [31] with the migration and channel
creation capabilities.

Languages exploiting a hierarchical net architecture (e.g. Mobile Ambients [6], DJoin [10] and Kell
[35]) are usually very well-suited for expressing logical relations between distributed entities. For example,
developing a firewall application can be quite hard in flat languages, while is very simple in Ambient or
in DJoin. Similarly, by exploiting a hierarchical language, it is very natural to express notions of resources
availability and movement (see, e.g., the Calculus for Mobile Resources [13]). Finally, the notions of routing
strategies and failures of subnets can be simply implemented by using the DJoin calculus. On the contrary,
flat languages put the focus only on the distribution and mobility aspects; any logical notion has to be
somehow encoded or explicitly introduced.

Thus, one may wonder whether studying global computing languages relying on a flat net architecture
is interesting. The purpose of this paper is to give a positive answer to this question. The main thesis is
that, because of the simple net model they assume, these languages can be used as a starting point for de-
veloping sophisticated theories. Indeed, the skeletal syntax and semantics that characterise these languages
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allows to focus the attention only on the theories under development, without the interference of annoying
external details. Then, once the theories are set for the simpler setting, one can extend them to more com-
plicated languages. Moreover, even if skeletal in their structure, these languages contain all the features of
a global computing language: they have clear notions of domain and mobility, they support several forms of
communication, they can be the basis for studying failures, connections/disconnections, distributed security
policies, and so on.

The paper is organised as follows. We shall firstly analyse the interconnections between three case-
study languages, namely Dπ [20], µKLAIM 1 [14] andlsdπ [33], from a design language point of view and
we shall point out how strongly related they are. Then, we shall give insights on the foundational work done
in these settings, pointing out several interesting and orthogonal theoretical contributions developed through
the years. This part will also help in showing the commonalities and the differences between the languages.
Moreover, it will point out the possible contributions that each language can give in the development of
sophisticated theories for the newM IKADO calculus.

2 Language Design Issues

In this section, we shall describe the languages studied by firstly describing some of their main design issues.
By also exploiting simple informal encodings and programming examples, we shall focus our attention on
the communication and on the mobility primitives, since these are the main ingredient of any language for
programming global computing applications. Then we shall give the formal syntax of the languages and
some hints on their semantics. All the examples and the technicalities discussed below are just a selection
of key ideas; we leave the papers cited in our exposition for more details. Moreover, the encodings are only
informal and no property is claimed: an interesting future work could be the formalization of the ideas just
sketched here.

2.1 Distribution Model and Mobility Primitives

The languages studied are related by the fact that the net is described as a flat collection of located processes.
Processes are executed in the nodes where they are located and can change their allocation during their
computation (this is the main effect of migration). Nodes are uniquely referred via their names. Both
µKLAIM and Dπ/lsdπ structural equivalences (that relate nets that intuitively represent the same net up-to
syntactic rearrangements) rely on the rule

l [[P]] | l [[Q]] ≡ l [[P|Q]] (or l :: P ‖ l :: Q ≡ l :: P|Q in µKLAIM )

This rule states that two processes located at the same node can be considered as a unique parallel process
located at that node. In Dπ/lsdπ a located process is writtenl [[ P ]], while in µKLAIM it is written l :: P;
they both denote a node namedl hosting a processP. The operator ‘|’ denotes the parallel composition
of Dπ nodes/processes (and similarly forlsdπ) and ofµKLAIM processes, while ‘‖’ denotes the parallel
composition ofµKLAIM nodes. This structural rule differentiate the case-study languages from several
Ambient-like calculi, where two ambients with the same namea are two different resources that can be
nondeterministically selected to engage a reduction with a process performing an action overa.

A node is a place for hosting resources and running processes. In Dπ/lsdπ, a node is considered as the
basic support for communication (since only co-located processes can communicate), while inµKLAIM a
node is the unit for specifying access control policies (see Section 3.3). Node names are first class citizens

1µKLAIM is a process calculus at the core ofKLAIM [8] and permits, w.r.t.KLAIM , a simpler and cleaner theory because of
its minimal syntax (without higher-order communication, with only one kind of node addresses, without allocation environments
– that map logical addresses to physical ones – and without parameterised process definitions). However, it retains all the basic
features of the original language and so we think that studyingµKLAIM is a good compromise between reality and simplicity.
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both in Dπ and inµKLAIM : they can be dynamically created and passed through the computation. Inlsdπ,
on the contrary, localities cannot be passed via communication (this is necessary to correctly manage the
lexical scope discipline). A fresh node plays the role of a private resource since only the processes knowing
its locality name can use the resources located at the node.

Nets are unstructured collections of nodes. Each node of a net can be reached by any process in the
net, assuming that the process knows the locality associated to the node. Hence, when performing a remote
operation (i.e. a migration, or also a communication primitive inµKLAIM ), no explicit routing nor fixed
positions in a certain hierarchy of the involved nodes are required. This is different (and simpler) from most
of hierarchically designed languages, like, e.g., Mobile Ambients [6] and its variants, DJoin [10] and Kell
[35].

Migration isweakin the three languages: indeed, the migrating processes are blocked until they arrive in
the target node of their migration. Syntactically, the primitives for migration in Dπ andµKLAIM are, resp.,
gol .P andeval(P)@l .Q. The go primitive moves the continuation processP in the specified localityl ,
while theevalprimitive spawns for execution processP in l , while leaving the continuation processQ in the
original locality. In lsdπ, a corresponding primitive is not present; when referring to a remote channel like
c@h, the continuation process is automatically moved in the localityh hosting the channel. Hence, inlsdπ
migration issubjective(since the migration is self-inflicted by the moving process by its action prefixing),
while it is objectivein Dπ andµKLAIM (since the spawned code is the the continuation of thego prefix or
the argument of anevalaction).

The mobility mechanisms described so far are quite similar. Indeed, the Dπ processgol . can be easily
implemented inµKLAIM as the processeval( )@l .nil , while it is implemented inlsdπ as

(νa@l)(a@l?(). | a@l !〈〉) for a@l fresh for

On the other hand, theµKLAIM migration primitiveeval( 1)@l . 2 is implemented in Dπ (and accordingly
in lsdπ) as the process

gol .( 1 | gok. 2)

where we assume that the starting locality isk.

2.2 Communication

There are two main paradigms for interprocess communication developed in the literature for concurrent
systems: thechannel-basedparadigm [28, 29] and thetuple space-basedparadigm [11]. In the first one,
the communicating processes specify a channel name when synchronising; in theπ–calculus [29] also some
data are exchanged while synchronising. Hence, the communication is essentially synchronous and nominal,
even if later versions of theπ–calculus [21, 4, 2] rely on an asynchronous communication model (where the
sending process is not blocked waiting to interact with a receiving process). The tuple spaces paradigm is
based on the notion oftuple that is a sequence of information fields. Differently from the first paradigm,
the tuple space mechanism is intrinsically asynchronous and anonymous. Indeed, the sender produces a
datum in a tuple space (without synchronising with any receiving process) and the receiver looks for a tuple
in the tuple space matching some specified pattern, calledtemplate, that is a sequence of both information
fields (called actuals) and parameters (called formals): hence the datum is retrieved by only using pattern
matching2. The tuple space paradigm was generalised in [12] to allow the use of several tuple spaces, thus
increasing the flexibility of the resulting language.

These two paradigms have been extended to include explicitly named localities. Dπ and lsdπ extend,
resp., theπ–calculus and the asynchronousπ–calculus models by explicitly allocating processes and chan-
nels in a net and adding a primitive for programming code mobility.µKLAIM (and thusµKLAIM ) extends
theL INDA [11] coordination language in a similar way.

2A tuple matches a template whenever they have the same number of fields and corresponding fields match – a formal field
matches any actual of the same type and two actual fields match only if identical.
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Moreover, another programming feature differentiates the languages proposed: in Dπ andlsdπ the com-
munication islocal, in that the sending and the receiving processes must be allocated in the same location
(i.e., in the location hosting the communication channel used), whileµKLAIM communication can take place
betweenremoteprocesses. Actually, these two programming choices are just a syntactic difference, since
the run-time implementation of a remote communication is very similar in the languages mentioned. Indeed,
when two remote Dπ/lsdπ processes have to communicate, a migration (hence a synchronisation between
the nodes hosting the involved entities) must occur. InµKLAIM a similar synchronisation occurs to pro-
duce/retrieve a datum remotely but is hidden in the primitives; thus,µKLAIM communication is somehow
‘more higher-level’ than Dπ/lsdπ ones.

We claim that the different programming choices discussed so far can be encoded one in the other.
In what follows we shall only give informal encodings; we leave as a future work the development of
them into fully abstract (or at least operational correspondent) encodings. We start with the easier task:
proving that theµKLAIM choice of having remote communications is just a way to abstract away from some
implementing details. To this aim, we shall now show an implementation of a remote communication by
using migration and local communication; the converse is trivial (indeed, a remote communication is local
if the target locality and the executing locality do coincide). For example, let us consider a net where two
remote processesP andQ, located resp. inl andk, wants to communicate by using another localityh as a
medium (in Dπ/lsdπ this means thatP andQ will use some channelc located inh, while in µKLAIM this
means that the processes will exploith’s tuple space). We callPD/QD, Pl /Ql andPK /QK the implementations
of P andQ in Dπ, lsdπ andµKLAIM respectively. Their definition is the following

PD , goh.c!〈V〉 | P′D QD , goh.c?(X).gok.Q′
D Q′′

D , Q′
D[V/X]

Pl , c@h!〈ṽ〉 | P′l Ql , (νa)(a!〈〉 | c@h?(x̃).a?().Q′
l ) Q′′

l , Q′
l [ṽ/̃x]

PK , out(V)@h|P′K QK , in(X)@h.Q′
K Q′′

K , Q′
K [V/X]

where 1[ 2/ 3] denotes the (capture avoiding and pattern respecting) substitution of2 for 3 in 1. In Dπ,
c!〈V〉 andc?(X) denote the output of valueV and the input of a value matching patternX along channelc
(and similarly forlsdπ). In µKLAIM , the primitivesout(V)@· and in(X)@· place a tuple containing the
valuesV and removes a tuple matching patternX in the (possibly remote) tuple space of· . The semantics of
Dπ/lsdπ require thath is a locality name and hosts a channelc; this is checked by the type systems, that are
indeed a fundamental part of the languages. InµKLAIM the semantics itself verifies the existence of locality
h before firing theout, and the existence of a tuple matching templateX in the tuple space ofh before firing
the in action. Hence, once verified these conditions, the execution of the nets implementing the protocol
mentioned are

Dπ: l [[PD ]] | k[[QD ]] | h[[RD ]] → l [[P′D ]] | k[[QD ]] | h[[RD|c!〈V〉 ]]
→ l [[P′D ]] | h[[RD |c!〈V〉 |c?(X).gok.Q′

D ]]
→ l [[P′D ]] | h[[RD |gok.Q′′

D ]]
→ l [[P′D ]] | k[[Q′′

D ]] | h[[RD ]]

lsdπ: l [[Pl ]] | k[[Ql ]] | h[[Rl ]] → l [[P′l ]] | k[[Ql ]] | h[[Rl |c!〈ṽ〉 ]]
→ l [[P′l ]] | (νa@k)(k[[a!〈〉 ]] | h[[Rl |c!〈ṽ〉 |c?(x̃).a@k?().Q′

l ]])
→ l [[P′l ]] | (νa@k)(k[[a!〈〉 ]] | h[[Rl |a@k?().Q′′

l ]])
→ l [[P′l ]] | k[[ (νa)(a!〈〉 |a?().Q′′

l ) ]] | h[[Rl ]]
→ l [[P′l ]] | k[[Q′′

l ]] | h[[Rl ]]

µKLAIM : l :: PK ‖ k :: QK ‖ h :: RK Â−→ l :: P′K ‖ k :: QK ‖ h :: RK |〈V〉
Â−→ l :: P′K ‖ k :: Q′′

K ‖ h :: RK

The Dπ and thelsdπ versions differ in very few details, while retaining the idea that each remote action has
to be properly implemented via migrations (or implicit migrations inlsdπ). Indeed,lsdπ is another way to
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give the semantics to Dπ; as we shall see when presenting formally the two calculi, the main difference is
that, while Dπ is defined by straightforwardly extending theπ–calculus with distribution and mobility,lsdπ
exploits non-standard notions of free/bound names and scoping of names; in this way, it removes a lot of
well-formedness checks from the Dπ type systems and charges them into the syntax.

On the other hand,µKLAIM and Dπ are quite different in their design issues; however, a straightforward
correspondence between the languages is possible. E.g., in the protocol just shown, the first Dπ reduction
corresponds to the firstµKLAIM reduction in that they both generate an output barb inh and require a
synchronisation between the involved nodes, while the last three Dπ reductions are summarised by the last
µKLAIM reduction. Indeed, the twogo actions (the second and fourth Dπ reduction) are mimicked by the
implicit synchronisation betweenQK andh, while the Dπ communication (third reduction) is the execution
of the in action.

We are left with proving that the channel-based and the tuple-based paradigms are, again, just a syntactic
sugar to express in different ways the same allowed communications. We start with the easy task: encoding
Dπ channels inµKLAIM tuple spaces. The idea is simple: whenever a valueV is transmitted on a channel
a located atl , the tuple space ofl will contain a tuple〈a,V〉, i.e. a tuple whose first field is the name of the
channel and the following fields are the components of valueV. Thus, the Dπ network

l [[a!〈v1, . . . ,vn〉 ]] | l [[a?(x1, . . . ,xn).PD ]]

will be translated in theµKLAIM net

l :: out(a,v1, . . . ,vn)@l | in(a, !x1, . . . , !xn)@l .PK

wherePD andPK are, resp., the Dπ and theµKLAIM implementations of a continuation processP. The
execution of the previously shown nets is

l [[a!〈v1, . . . ,vn〉 ]] | l [[a?(x1, . . . ,xn).PD ]] → l [[PD[v1, . . . ,vn/x1, . . . ,xn] ]]

l :: out(a,v1, . . . ,vn)@l | in(a, !x1, . . . , !xn)@l .PK Â−→ l :: 〈a,v1, . . . ,vn〉 | in(a, !x1, . . . , !xn)@l .PK

Â−→ l :: PK [v1, . . . ,vn/x1, . . . ,xn]

The fact that theµKLAIM version requires two reductions is only related to the asynchrony of the calculus
(while Dπ is built up on a synchronous communication infrastructure). Since Dπ only considers well-typed
networks, we are ensured that theµKLAIM pattern matching will never fail and thus both theµKLAIM

reductions will be performed.
Let us now encode the tuple-based paradigm by using Dπ channels. For the sake of simplicity, we shall

encode theCKLAIM calculus (i.e. a version ofµKLAIM where tuples are only one field long, can contain
only locality names and where there is noread primitive – seeµKLAIM syntax below for more details): this
is not a restriction, sinceµKLAIM can be encoded (in a semantically equivalent way w.r.t.µKLAIM barbed
bisimulation, see Definition 4.1) into this simpler calculus [15]. We can assume that each Dπ location has
one channel for each type of transmissible values; e.g. the channel in localityl that can carry integer values
is writtencl

int , while the channel ink that can carry locations of typeK is writtenck
loc{K}. By exploiting this

feature,out(v)@l . , in(!x)@l . andin(v)@l . located in nodek can be respectively encoded as

gol .cl
type(v)!〈v〉.gok. gol .cl

type(x)?(x).gok.

P , gol .cl
type(v)?(x).if v = x then gok. elsecl

type(v)!〈x〉.gok.P

where we used process definition to model Dπ recursive behaviours (in this case, this can be easily modelled
by exploiting replication). Obviously, inµKLAIM the value of a base valuev can be always statically
determined and also the value of a variablex can be statically inferred by examining how the continuation
process uses the variable.
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N ::= l :: P (single node)∣∣ N1 ‖ N2 (net composition)

a ::= (process actions)
in(T)@`∣∣ read(T)@`∣∣ out(t)@`∣∣ eval(P)@`∣∣ newloc(u)

P ::= nil (null process)∣∣ 〈et〉 (datum)∣∣ a.P (action prefixing)∣∣ P1 | P2 (parallel composition)∣∣ A (process invocation)

T ::= t
∣∣ ! x

∣∣ ! u
∣∣ T1,T2 (templates)

t ::= e
∣∣ `

∣∣ t1, t2 (tuples)

et ::= V
∣∣ l

∣∣ et1,et2 (evaluated tuples)

e ::= V
∣∣ x

∣∣ . . . (expressions)

Table 1:µKLAIM Syntax

2.3 Syntax and Semantics of the Case-Study Languages

To conclude the presentation of our case-study languages, we shall give their formal syntax and the key rules
regulating their semantics. The interested reader is referred to the cited full papers for more details.

The µKLAIM Process Calculus. We now give a more formal presentation ofµKLAIM following [14]. The
syntax ofµKLAIM is reported in Table 1. As a matter of notation, we usel to range overlocalities, u over
locality variables, ` over localities and locality variables,V over basic values andx over value variables.

The exact syntax ofexpressions, e, is deliberately not specified; we just assume that expressions contain,
at least, basic values and variables.Tuples, t, are sequences ofactual fields. These contain expressions,
localities or locality variables.TemplatesT are patterns used to select tuples in a tuple space. They are
sequences of actual andformal fields; the latter ones are used to bind variables to values.

Processes, the µKLAIM active computational units, can perform five different basic operations to re-
trieve/place tuples from/into a tuple space, send processes for execution on (possibly remote) nodes, and
create new nodes. Notice thatnewloc is the only action not indexed with an address because it always acts
locally; all the other actions explicitly indicate the (possibly remote) locality where they will take place.
Processes can be either data or are built up from the special processnil , that does not perform any action,
and from the basic operations by using action prefixing, parallel composition and process definition. Some
well-formedness checks are in order to avoid processes likea.〈t〉.

Netsare finite collections of nodes where processes and tuple spaces can be allocated. Anodeis a couple
l :: P, where localityl is the address of the node andP is the (parallel) process located atl . The tuple space
located atl is part ofP because data are represented as processes.

µKLAIM semantics is given by exploiting astructural congruence≡, identifying only nets whose equal-
ity is immediately obvious from their syntactical structure, and a reduction relationÂ−→ . Net reductions
are defined over configurations of the formL ` N, whereL is a finite subset of localities containing all the
localities named inN and it is needed to ensure global freshness of new addresses (rule (NEW)). For the
sake of readability, when a reduction does not generate any fresh addresses we writeN Â−→ N′ instead of
L ` N Â−→ L ` N′. The rules for the basic actions are

(OUT)
et = E [[ t ]]

l :: out(t)@l ′.P ‖ l ′ :: P′ Â−→ l :: P ‖ l ′ :: P′|〈et〉

(EVAL ) l :: eval(Q)@l ′.P ‖ l ′ :: P′ Â−→ l :: P ‖ l ′ :: P′|Q

(NEW)
l ′ 6∈ L

L ` l :: newloc(u).P Â−→ L∪{l ′} ` l :: P[l ′/u] ‖ l ′ :: nil
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N ::= (networks)

0 (empty)∣∣ l [[P]] (agent)∣∣ (νl e : E)N (restriction)∣∣ N1 | N2 (composition)

U ::= (values)

bv (base value)∣∣ u (identifier)∣∣ U@u (located value)∣∣ U1, . . . ,Un (tuple)

P ::= (threads)

stop (termination)∣∣ gol .P (movement)∣∣ u!〈U〉.P (output)∣∣ u?(X : T).P (input)∣∣ (νe : E)P (restriction)∣∣ P1|P2 (composition)∣∣ ∗P (replication)∣∣ if U1 = U2 then P1 elseP2 (matching)

X ::= (patterns)

x (variable)∣∣ X@x (located pattern)∣∣ X1, . . . ,Xn (tuple)

Table 2: Dπ Syntax

(IN)
match(E [[T ]],et) = σ

l :: in(T)@l ′.P ‖ l ′ :: 〈et〉 Â−→ l :: Pσ ‖ l ′ :: nil

(READ)
match(E [[T ]],et) = σ

l :: read(T)@l ′.P ‖ l ′ :: 〈et〉 Â−→ l :: Pσ ‖ l ′ :: 〈et〉
FunctionE [[ · ]] evaluates (if possible) all the expressions occurring in· before producing a tuple in a tu-
ple space (rule (OUT)) or before using a template to retrieve a tuple (rules (IN) and (READ)). Function
match(T, t) checks whether the tuplet matches against the templateT (this holds whenevert andT have
the same number of fields and corresponding fields match – a formal field matches any value of the same
type and two actual fields match only if identical): in this case it returns the substitution of the actuals int
for the corresponding formals inT. The reduction relation is extended to complex nets in the expected way.
Notice that each rule different from (NEW) can be executed only if the target locality is present in the net;
in Dπ andlsdπ this explicit control is hidden in the type system.

The Dπ-calculus. We now give the syntax of Dπ by following [20], as illustrated by Table 2. In defining
the syntax, we presuppose the existence of a set of variables, ranged over byx,y,z, . . ., and a set of names,
ranged over bye. Names can be both locality names, ranged over byh,k, l , . . ., and channel names, ranged
over bya,b,c, . . .. Names and variables are generally called identifiers and are ranged over byu,v,w, . . ..
Channels are located in nodes. When a channel is communicated within its home node, just its name is
passed; but when a channel is sent/received outside its home node, alocatedvalue/pattern must be used.
For example, the located valuea@l describes a (non-local) channel namea located in a (remote) localityl .
Patterns deconstruct these values accordingly. This is necessary since Dπ communication is local; indeed,
if the receiver of a channela@l wants to usea, it must firstly migrate inl . Hence, it is necessary to have
information both on the channel name (to use it) and on its home location (to reach it).3

Both variables and names are typed by using atomic types ranged over byE, which may be either
channel typesA (expressing what kind of values the channel can transmit),location typesK (expressing
what kind of resources, i.e. channels and privileges, the node owns), or some predefinedbasic typesBT.
Variables may additionally be assigned one of thecompound types, ranged over byT (that are obtained

3This is not necessary inlsdπ since the compound valuea@l can be used without being decomposed; indeed, the operational
semantics will automatically spawn atl the process naminga@l .
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from the atomic types by using sequentialisation – i.e.T1, . . . ,Tn – and localisation – i.e.A1, . . . ,An@K).
Typing information is essential in the syntax of Dπ terms because a type system will be used to prevent from
reducing ill-formed nets (see Section 3.1).

The main syntactic category is that of a system, consisting of a set of agents running independently
in parallel. An agent is a located thread, where a thread is simply a term of the thread language (very
similar to the synchronous polyadicπ–calculus). Systems are combined using the static combinators of
theπ–calculus, namely parallel composition and restriction. The main difference between Dπ threads and
π–calculus processes is the presence in the formers of thego primitive that allows a thread to move from
one location to another.

Name restriction in a thread(νe : E)P creates a new private namee of type E. If E is a channel type
thene is considered a channel co-located with the thread, whereas if it is a location type then it is considered
a new location. This name creation is handled in exactly the same way as name creation in theπ–calculus,
and similarly for the standard notion of free and bound occurrences of variables and names in systems and
threads. Standardπ–calculus notions of alpha-equivalence and substitution are also assumed; substitutions
rely on a straightforward notion of pattern matching. No special provision is necessary for located values
such asa@l : in substitutions these values are treated as simple tuples.

Dπ reduction relation,→, is mainly characterised by the following rules

(R-GO) l [[gok.P]] → k[[P]]

(R-COMM) l [[c?(X).P]] | l [[c!〈U〉.Q]] → l [[P[U/X] ]] | l [[Q]]

(R-EQ1) l [[ if U = U then P elseQ]] → l [[P]]

(R-EQ2) l [[ if U = V then P elseQ]] → l [[Q]] if U 6= V

The notion of substitution is generalised in an obvious way for sequences of values and structured values;
however, for[U/X] to be well-defined, it must be that the structure of the patternX matches the structure of
the valueU . Notice that no check on the existence of the target locality of a migration is explicitly done in
the semantics of rule (R-GO). Since Dπ is a typed language, this check can be charged to the type system;
hence, in well-typed nets, all migrations will use as target a name that indeed is a locality name in that net.

The lsdπ-calculus. An important feature of Dπ is that new resources (i.e. channels) are uniquely located.
Thus, for example, the Dπ net

s[[ (νa)(gor.a?().P | a?().Q) ]]

is not well-typed since, after one execution step, it reduces to

(νsa)(s[[a?().Q) ]] | r[[a?().P) ]])

that violates the uniqueness ofa’s allocation ins; hence, the Dπ type system will reject it by statically
discovering the problem. However, because of such requirements on names, writing correct Dπ programs
can become complicated and has to exploit several times the use of the type system. To fix the problem,lsdπ
adopts alexically scoped name disciplineto avoid confusion between local and remote names: by inspecting
the name of the channel and its site of occurrence, the physical location of a channel can be known at all
times.

The syntax oflsdπ, as reported in Table 3 following [33], is very close to Dπ syntax and relies on a set of
sites, ranged over bys, r, t, . . ., and a set of simple channel names, ranged over bya,b,c,x, . . .. The two main
differences w.r.t. Dπ are the values passed in the communication (inlsdπ only channels are passed, while in
Dπ also localities are trasmissible) and the use of names. The name discipline characterizinglsdπ impose
that located channelsa@s belong to the site where they are (explicitly) located,s; simple channelsa are
(implicitly) located at the current site, the site where the process in which they occur is located. This implies
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Channels: u ::= a
∣∣ a@s

Globals: g ::= a@s
∣∣ s

Names: n ::= a
∣∣ a@s

∣∣ s

Processes: P ::= 0
∣∣ P1|P2

∣∣ (νn)P
∣∣ u!〈ũ〉 ∣∣ u?(x̃)P

∣∣ u?∗ (x̃)P

Networks: N ::= 0
∣∣ N1|N2

∣∣ (νg)N
∣∣ s[[P]]

Table 3:lsdπ Syntax

that, when migrating processP from siter to sites, the free channels ofP must be renamed accordingly: thus
simple channels become explicitly located atr; channels located atsbecome simple (dropping ‘@s’); all the
others remain as they were. However, lexical scoping together with compound names introduce subtleties in
the definition of free and bound names and hence can cause problems when applying alpha-conversion, name
instantiation (as a consequence of a communication) or name translation (as a consequence of migrations,
as explained above). In particular, non standard notions of free/bound names and substitutions4 are needed
to ensure that, when applying substitutions to processes and nets, the correspondence between the binders
therein and the corresponding bound names does not change.

The structural congruence is now charged with the burden of properly handling compound names. In
particular, some non standard rules for modifying the scope of bound names and some rules for converting
compound channels into simple ones are in order. Some of them are listed below, as a simplified variant of
those reported in [33].

(S-SCOP) ((νa)P) | Q ≡ (νa)(P|Q) if {a,a@ }∩ f n(Q) = /0

(SN-SCOS1) (νg)s[[P]] ≡ s[[ (νg)P]] if g 6∈ {s, @s}
(SN-SCOS2) (νa@s)s[[P]] ≡ s[[ (νa@s)P]] if a 6∈ f n(P)

(SN-SCOS3) (νa@s)s[[P]] ≡ s[[ (νa)P]] if a@s 6∈ f n(P)

(SN-M IGO) s[[a@s!〈ũ〉 ]] ≡ s[[a!〈ũ〉 ]]
(SN-M IGI) s[[a@s?(x̃).P]] ≡ s[[a?(ũ).P]]

The reduction semantics then relies on the rules

(RP-COMM) a!〈ũ〉 | a?(x̃).P → P[ũ/x̃]

(RN-M IGO) r[[a@s!〈ũ〉 ]] → s[[ (a@s!〈ũ〉)σr ]] if r 6= s

(RN-M IGI) r[[a@s?(ũ).P]] → s[[ (a@s?(ũ).P)σr ]] if r 6= s

wherePσr , P[a1@r/a1, . . . ,an@r/an] and{a1, . . . ,an} are the free simple channel names inP.

3 Type Systems

In this section we shall give an overview of the different works on types done for the case-study languages.
However, while types are a crucial element for defining a correct semantics of Dπ andlsdπ nets (even if in
this second case their relevance is reduced),µKLAIM types are only used for the purpose of controlling nets

4 Their definition is quite elaborate and is left for the interested reader [33]. To give an idea of the scoping problems inlsdπ,
notice that(νa@s) binds all the occurrences ofa in (either simple or composed withany locality), while (νs) only bindss.
These problems are present in Dπ too, but there they are solved by complicating the typing procedure.
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behaviour. Indeed, as we mentioned in Section 2.3, Dπ/lsdπ semantics strongly rely on preliminary type
controls that forbids ill-formed nets (where, e.g., a process attempts to migrate over a not existing node)
from being executed.

However, a part from syntax related checks, all the type systems for the languages studied in this paper
are unified by the purpose ofcontrolling resource access. Types should mainly monitor the use ofcommuni-
cation mediaandmigrations. The main differences among the various type systems is the way in which the
typing information is exploited (only at compile time or, partially, also at run time) and the way in which it
is stored in the system (centralised in some omniscient authority, split in several disjoint parts and assigned
to different locations, partially split and partially shared between locations). In particular, we would like to
remark some crucial general points.

• A totally static type checked language is surely interesting from a theoretical point of view, but is quite
unusable in practise. Indeed, the net is usually too large to allow a preliminary type checking of all its
nodes or, even worst, not all nodes want to be type checked (e.g. malicious nodes hosting viruses or
misbehaving processes). Hence, a certain amount of run time overhead is necessary if we want to save
the expressive power of the languages (indeed, one can easily imagine very strict syntactic rules that,
even if protecting a net from misbehaviours, also reject legal nets). However, global type checking
can be used as a tool to ensure partial type checking systems work correctly.

• The presence of a unique typing context (an omniscient authority) allows for a greater number of static
checks but it is quite unrealistic especially for WANs, where different administrators are responsible
for the assignment of different policies. Thus, for the sake of realism, the typing information must
be somehow split between the domains of the calculi (i.e. the nodes of the net). Again, maintaining
some shared information simplifies and makes more efficient the type checking, but it is not always a
possible assumption.

Because of their different programming features, the types for the languages considered have different
semantics. In particular

• the type of aµKLAIM node controls the activity of processes running in the node in terms of the
legality of their actions (downloading/consuming tuples, producing tuples, activating processes and
creating new nodes) that can be performedoverother nodes of the net;

• Dπ location types control process migrations, the use of channels and their creation that can take place
in the node itself;

• similarly, lsdπ types control the correct usage of channels.

Moreover,µKLAIM and Dπ (and lsdπ) also adopt different typing choices:µKLAIM opts for a totally
partitioned and distributed type context5, while Dπ [20] accepts the presence of an omniscient authority.
Thus, the original type system for Dπ is only exploited at compile time: once a net has been successfully
type checked, it can be executed without any further runtime check. This is not the case inµKLAIM where
two dynamic checks are unavoidable:

1. when spawning a processQ from nodel over nodek, a preliminary type check ofQ againstk’s policy
must be performed. Indeed, sincel andk can be under the control of different net administrators,
no compile time information aboutk’s policy is available inl . Thus, the static inference will always
accept actions likeeval(Q)@k, once ensured thatl can spawn code overk (but this information is
locally available inl ). Notice two things:

5This is the main difference between the type systems developed forµKLAIM [14, 16] andKLAIM [9]: in KLAIM , a global
typing knowledge was assumed and hence the run time overhead was minimised.
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• in [9], where a global type environment was available, this run time check was not present, also
because of a more complex types structure;

• in [19, 34], where more realistic and elaborated scenarios are taken into account, this run time
check appears also in Dπ semantics.

2. when retrieving a tuple from a tuple space via ain/read action, it must be verified that the tuple
accessed matches against the template specified and that the continuation process is still well-typed
once the formals of the template occurring in it are replaced with the corresponding actuals of the
accessed tuple. This kind of checks are avoided in Dπ: indeed, the type environment assigns a type to
the channel used in the communication and the static inference verifies that both the pattern and the
value involved in the communication respect this type. In this way, it is ensured the typing compliance
of the pattern specified against the value received in the communication, and also that the continuation
process behaves properly w.r.t. the values received in the communication. A similar solution cannot
be used inµKLAIM because it would somehow require the assignment of a type to a tuple space (the
communication medium corresponding to Dπ channels); but this seems an intrinsic violation of the
nature of tuple spaces that are repositories of tupleof different kind.

We now give some details on the type theory developed for the case-study languages, by also sketching
some refined variants of the basic theory. The principles mentioned above are instantiated to the particular
features of the languages, by controlling resource creation, process migration and resource access viabe-
havioural types. A behavioural type is like a standard type in an imperative or object oriented language, but
it describes the behaviour of the typed entities by mentioning the resources an entity can offer/use and what
kind of operations are legal over these resources. Like standard types, behavioural types rely on a notion of
subtyping that allows for an entity of a certain type to occur wherever an entity of a supertype can occur.

3.1 Types for Dπ

The foundational work of Dπ types is [20]. Types are used to express the capabilities a node can offer to the
hosted processes, namely which kind of operations a process running in the node can execute. To this aim,
the basic typing entities in Dπ arecapabilities, as defined by the following productions:

Locality Capabilities: κ ::= move
∣∣ newc

∣∣ a : A

Channel Capabilities: α ::= r〈T〉 ∣∣ w〈T〉
Intuitively, if a locality offers amovecapability, then it accepts incoming agents; if it offers anewccapa-
bility, then it allows the creation of new local channels; if it offers aa : A capability, then it offers a channel
nameda whose type isA. Similarly, if a channel is declared with ar〈T〉 capability, then it can be used to
read values whose type is at mostT, while thew〈T〉 capability enables the emission over that channel of
values whose type is at leastT.

Types are built over capabilities. Locality types are collections of locality capabilities; channel types are
collections of channel capabilities; transmission types can be either base types, location types and channel
types, or can be built up by using sequentialisation and localisation. They are formally defined as the terms
generated by the grammar

Locality Types: K ::= loc{κ̃}
Channel Types: A ::= res{α̃}
Transmission Types: T ::= BT

∣∣ K
∣∣ A

∣∣ T1, . . . ,Tn
∣∣ A1, . . . ,An@K

together with some consistency constraints. The latter ones essentially requires that

• locality types are allowed at most one capability for each channel name
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• channel types are constrained to have at most one read capability and one write capability; moreover,
it is also required that the type of the values sendable on the channel is at least the type of the val-
ues receivable from the channel (this requirement is necessary to handle subtyping without breaking
subject reduction).

Dπ types come equipped with a subtyping relation formalising the ordering notions mentioned above. The
subtyping relation,<:, relies on the following rules

A <: A′

a : A <: a : A′
T <: T ′

r〈T〉<: r〈T ′〉
T ′ <: T

w〈T〉<: w〈T ′〉

∀ κ′ ∈ K′ ∃ κ ∈ K : κ <: κ′

K <: K′
∀ α′ ∈ A′ ∃ α ∈ A : α <: α′

A <: A′

where the relation is homomorphically extended to sequences (and thus to localised typesA1, . . . ,An@K
that are considered as the sequenceA1, . . . ,An,K). Intuitively, the subtype relation can be thought of as the
reverse subset inclusion between sets of capabilities. Thus,K <: K′ if each capability inK′ can be matched
by a lower or equal (w.r.t.<:) capability inK.

Nets are typed with respect to atype environmentΓ, whose purpose is to provide a type for all of the
free identifiers in the net. Indeed, since the type system is static, it must be defined over open terms; hence
type environments must provide types for variables and not only for names. Moreover, it isglobal in that it
is assumed to be unique for all the net to be typed; it collects together all the information about the resources
in the net and their allocation. Formally,Γ is a finite mapping from identifiers to open location types, where
the latter ones have the formloc{ũ : T}. The subtyping relation is extended pointwise to environments;
thus we letΓ <: Γ′ if and only if, for anyw∈ dom(Γ′), it holds thatΓ(w) <: Γ′(w).

There are three kind of judgements for Dπ terms, one for values,Γ `w U : T, one for threads,Γ `w P, and
one for networks,Γ ` N. Intuitively, Γ ` N states that the networkN is well-typed w.r.t.Γ. This judgement
relies onΓ `w P, stating that the threadP is well-typed to run at locationw, which in turn uses judgements
of the formΓ `w U : T indicating thatU is a well-formed value atw and has at least the capabilities specified
by T. The keys rules for inferring these judgements are

Values:

Γ(u) <: K

Γ `w u : K

Γ(w) <: loc{u : T}
Γ `w u : T

Γ `w u : K Γ `u U : T

Γ `w U@u : T@K

Threads:

Γ `w u : res{w〈T〉} , U : T , P

Γ `w u!〈U〉.P
Γ `w u : res{r〈T〉} Γ, wX : T `w P

Γ `w u?(X : T).P

Γ `w u : loc{move} Γ `u P

Γ `w gou.P

Γ `w w : loc{newc} Γ, wa : A`w P

Γ `w (νa : A)P

Networks:

Γ `w w : loc{} Γ `w P

Γ ` w[[P]]

NotationΓ, wu : T augments the type ofw in Γ with the new capabilityu : T; to be defined,w must already
be in the domain ofΓ andu must be new toΓ(w).
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Notice that each migration is controlled to ensure that the target locality is indeed a node address and
that it accepts incoming agents; in this case the continuation process is typed in the target locality. Similarly,
each channel creation is allowed only if the enablingnewcprivilege is offered by the executing node (on the
other hand, node creations are always enabled – the rule is not shown). Finally, the rules for prefixes verifies
that the channel specified for communicating is used accordingly to the capabilities offered by the locality
executing the action. In particular, for an output actionu!〈U〉 it is verified thatU can be assigned a type that
is at most the write capabilityT of channelu; this means thattype(U) <: T. Similarly, for an input action
u?(X : T ′) it is verified thatT ′ is at least the read capabilityT ′′ of channelu; this means thatT ′′ <: T ′. By
using the consistency constraint mentioned when defining channel types, we have that

type(U) <: T <: T ′′ <: T ′

This ensures that the capabilities required by a receiving process when performing an input from a certain
channel will always be satisfied by any process performing an output over the same channel. This fact turns
out to be essential when defining type safety (see later) and allows for a way of passing different privileges
over the same resources to different threads.

A crucial property of each type system issubject reduction, stating that well-typedness is an invariant of
the reduction relation. In Dπ this amounts to prove the following

Theorem 3.1 If Γ ` N andN→ N′ thenΓ ` N′.

Well-typedness is a sensible semantics notion, since it ensures that well-typed nets never execute during
their computation an action that violates the capabilities owned by the node performing it. This property is
referred to astype safety. To formally express it, the language must be enriched with permissions; indeed,
each thread is tagged with the capabilities it has accumulated during its computation. Aruntime erroroccurs
if a thread attempts to use a name contrary to the limitations imposed by these explicit capabilities. Thus,
an agent in the tagged language is a thread located in some node, together with a closed type environment
∆ (i.e. a type environment containing no variables) which represents the capabilities of the agent. The main
changes affect the definition of Dπ networks, the structural laws for extracting a restricted name from an
agent, the reduction rule for communication and the typing rule for agents. The revised versions are

N ::= 0
∣∣ l [[P]]∆

∣∣ (νl e : E)N
∣∣ N1 ‖ N2

w[[ (νa : A)P]]∆ ≡ (νwa : A) w[[P]]∆, wa:A

w[[ (νv : K)P]]∆ ≡ (νv : K) w[[P]]∆,v:K if v 6= w

w[[c!〈U〉.Q]]∆ | w[[c?(X : T).P]]∆′ 7→ w[[Q]]∆ | w[[P[U/X] ]]∆′u{wU :T}

∆ `w w : loc{} ∆ `w P

Γ |` w[[P]]∆
Γ <: ∆

where 7→ and |` denotes, respectively, the tagged reduction relation and type judgement, while1u 2

denotes the greatest (w.r.t.<:) common subtype of both1 and 2. In the new type system, we can infer
Γ |`w[[P]]∆ only if the agent tags∆ are consistent with the global types specified inΓ and the threadP uses
the resources in the system only as it is allowed by its tags.

A runtime error occurs whenever a process attempts to perform an action whose enabling capability is
not contained in its tags. Formally, the runtime error predicate,↑, is defined in terms of the following rules
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l [[gok.P]]∆ ↑ if ∆(k) 6<: loc{move}
l [[ (νa).P]]∆ ↑ if ∆(l) 6<: loc{newc}

l [[a!〈U〉.P]]∆ ↑ if ∆l (U) 6<: wob j(∆(l ,a))

l [[a?(X : T).P]]∆ ↑ if rob j(∆(l ,a)) 6<: T

l [[a!〈U〉.P]]∆ | l [[a?(X : T).Q]]∆′ ↑ if wob j(∆(l ,a)) 6<: rob j(∆′(l ,a))

where6<: denotes the negation of<:, rob j( ) andwob j( ) denote the types of the objects that may be read
or written on the channeland∆l (U) denotes the least type, if any, which the type environment∆ can assign
to the valueU at l . By letting 6↑ to denote the negation of predicate↑, the type safety theorem can be then
formulated as follows

Theorem 3.2 If Γ |` N thenN 6↑.
In [20] very strong connections between→ and 7→, and betweeǹ and|`, are proved. Thus, by using these
results and Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, and by letting→∗ to denote the reflexive and transitive closure of relation
→, it can be proved that

Theorem 3.3 (Type Soundness)If Γ ` N andN→∗ N′ thenN′′ 6↑, whereN′′ is the tagged version ofN′.

The type system presented so far, relies on the typing of the whole net to establish type soundness.
While this assumption is reasonable in LANs (where the number of host is usually small and a central
authority governs the net), it is hardly acceptable in WANs. Thus, in [19] an improved type system deals
with anonymous networks, i.e. nets where not all agents are assumed well-typed. To prevent bad agents to
come in a nodek and misuse its resources, a runtime check of the incoming threads will be done against a
location type associated tok, collecting the capabilities available locally ink: if the agent behaves conformly
to them, then it is accepted and put in execution, otherwise it is refused. Such location types are collected in
a closed type environment∆ (i.e. a type environment without variables), which forms with the referred net
N a configuration∆.N.

Now, the reduction relation takes the form∆.N→ N′ and its main characteristic is in the rule for code
movement:

∆. l [[gok.P]]→ k[[P]] if ∆(k) `′ P
The judgement∆(k) `′ P verifies whetherP respects the local type∆(k) which gives the names and types
of the resources available atk. Its formal definition is similar to the static judgement presented before; the
main difference is that now it take into account only the use of resources local tok. Thus, for example,

L `′ u1, . . . ,un@u : A1, . . . ,An@K L `′ gol .P
L `′ u : res{T} L,X : T `′ P

L `′ u?(X : T).P

whereL is a open locality type (i.e. a locality type whose domain can include channel variables) and
L,X : T extendsL only with non-located variables inX. The purpose of this revised judgement is to take
into account only the behaviour ofP that directly involves local resources of the node; thus a migration or
the use of located values are not taken in consideration (they are always assumed well-typed).

The main novelty of the type system is that not all the net is well-typed (w.r.t. a type environmentΓ) but
only the ‘good’ part of the net (i.e. the nodes that occur in the domain ofΓ). Thus, the new static inference
relies on the following rules:

l ∈ dom(Γ) Γ(l) `′ P
Γ `′ l [[P]]

l 6∈ dom(Γ)

Γ `′ l [[P]]

Γ `′ N ∀ l ∈ dom(Γ) .Γ(l) <: ∆(l)

Γ `′ ∆.N
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Notice that only the good sites are typed (w.r.t. their local typesΓ(l)). Moreover, a configuration∆ .
N is legal only if the locality types in∆ associated to the good sites are consistent with the global type
environmentΓ (i.e. they cannot assume more capability than those effectively present inΓ, but they can
safely offer less capabilities). Type soundness can be finally stated accordingly (where a predicate↑l is
defined like↑ but also reveals the node where the error happened).

Theorem 3.4 If Γ `′ ∆.N and∆.N→∗ N′ thenN′ 6↑l for anyl ∈ dom(Γ).

In [34] the work of [19] is improved in two ways. First of all, the locality knowledge∆ over which type
checking incoming agents is split into severalpartial viewsof the global knowledgeΓ; in this new setting,
different localities can have different (but not conflicting) knowledge of the net. Then, the burden of type
checking all the incoming agents is lightened by adding a notion oftrust between sites: an incoming thread
is type checked only if it comes from untrusted nodes.

To allow partial typing w.r.t. partial views of the nets, the syntax of Dπ networks is extended to include
filtersas follows

N ::= . . .
∣∣ k〈〈∆〉〉

The filter fork, k〈〈∆〉〉, contains a (closed) type environment∆ which givesk’s view of the resources in the
network. Each location comes equipped with exactly one filter. Filters of good localities must respect the
global knowledge of the system; this is included in the new type judgement`′′, that is defined likè but
relies on the rules

Γ(k) = lbad

Γ `′′ k[[P]]

Γ(k) 6= lbad Γ `k P

Γ `′′ k[[P]]

Γ(k) = lbad

Γ `′′ k〈〈∆〉〉
Γ(k) = ∆(k) 6= lbad Γ <: ∆

Γ `′′ k〈〈∆〉〉
where the typing associationl : lbad in Γ now defines bad localities (i.e., requiring thatΓ(k) = lbad is the
same as requiringk 6∈ dom(Γ) in the framework of [19]).

The runtime semantics now type checks incoming agents w.r.t. the filter of the receiving locality. How-
ever, in order to give more expressive power to the language, the incoming agent is also type checked by
taking into account its source locality (called, itsauthority). Indeed, it is allowed for the agent to ‘lie’ about
the resources in its home locality: if the latter was a good locality, then the agent does not lie, otherwise it
can freely lie because it misuses resources of a bad locality (that are unconstrained). Thus, the operational
semantics for migrations is now defined as

k[[gol .P]]
∣∣ l〈〈∆〉〉 → l [[P]]

∣∣ l〈〈∆〉〉 if k = l or ∆ |`k
l P

The dynamic typing,|`k
l , is defined like the standard type inference but now takes into account also the

agent authority: an agent can refer to its authority’s resources freely. This is formalised by the rules

∆ |`k
w k : K ∆ |`k

k a : A ∆ |`k
w gok.P

Essentially, it is allowed to assign any type tok and to all channels declared local ink; moreover, a thread
left from k can come back without any check. Notice that the dynamic type check can fail; but while a
failure of typing the incoming thread w.r.t.Γ means that the thread misbehaves, the failure of the runtime
check (w.r.t. the knowledge in a filter) allows only the conclusion that not enough information is present in
the filter to accept the incoming thread (that may or may not be malicious). Thus, filters should be updated
during the computation; for example this can happen as a side effect of a communication. Thus,

k[[c?(X : T).P]] | k[[c!〈U〉.Q]] | k〈〈∆〉〉 → k[[P[U/X] ]] | k[[Q]] | k〈〈∆u{ kU : T}〉〉

In this way, new information is gleaned from the communicated value; this turns out to be crucial to accu-
mulate locally the evidence that a locality is good/bad (always respecting the global knowledgeΓ).
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To avoid massive runtime checks, a notion of trust between sites is introduced. If a nodel trusts another
nodek, thenl assumes that no misbehaved entities will ever pass throughk; thus, l will never type check
threads coming fromk. The trust relation is not symmetric but it is transitive, thus generatingsubnets of
trust that can grow up by communications between trusted nodes (again, to this aim it is fundamental to
have the possibility of dynamically updating filters). A thread entering in a web of trust is type checked
by the first node of the subnet the thread touches; then, no further checks within the subnet are performed
anymore, unless the thread exits from the subnet (indeed, if it wants to enter again, it has to be again type
checked).

To deal with this new richer framework, locality types have to be extended in the following way:

K ::= . . .
∣∣ lbad

∣∣ ltrust{ũ : T}

It is assumed thatlbad and ltrust are not related by the subtyping relation<:; in this way, it is ensured
that, once a site is deemed trusted/bad within a certain filter, then this decision is permanent (it is impossible
to convert a locality of typelbad in a locality of typeltrust , and viceversa), unless the node associated
to the filter is bad itself (in this case, no constraints are required on its type). The new rule for migration is
now improved, since it only type checks threads coming from untrusted nodes:

k[[gol .P]]
∣∣ l〈〈∆〉〉 → l [[P]]

∣∣ l〈〈∆〉〉 if ∆(k) <: ltrust or ∆ |`k
l P

In this new framework, type soundness still holds and is formulated as

Theorem 3.5 If Γ `′′N andN→∗ N′ thenN′ 6↑l for anyl such thatΓ(l) 6= lbad.

In [17] a revised version of Dπ typing system is given. Indeed, in all the work summarised so far it
was totally legal for two different localities to use the same name to refer to different channels (i.e. local
channels with totally different types). This seems something strange: indeed, if two departments have a
printer invoked by accessing a port namedprinter , one can easily imagine that, by sending documents
on theprinter port, the documents sent is printed. However, this could be not the case in Dπ: the types
of the ports in two different department can be totally different and allow for different kind of operations.
On the other hand, it seems too restricting to forbid different localities to use the same name to refer local
channels. What seems reasonable is to require that, whenever two localities uses the same name to refer
local channels, the type of the resources referred must be in accordance. To this aim, in [17] the notion
of registered channel types, rc{A}, is introduced. When a channel is registered, then it is imposed that all
the localities using that name declare the corresponding channels at compatible types. With this additional
requirement, the type system becomes more complicated. For example, type environments are lists of type
associations and must be deemed well-formed, by using the judgementΓ ` env, i.e. they must respect the
requirement on registered channel names; two sample rules are

Γ ` env Γ ` w : loc{} u 6∈ Γ,A

Γ, wu : A` env

Γ ` env Γ ` w : loc{} Γ ` u : rc{A′} A′ <: A u 6∈ Γ(w) u 6∈ A

Γ, wu : A` env

Finally, a finer control on the migration rights is introduced by means of capabilitiesmovek. Intuitively,
if a locationl is known at typeloc{movek, . . .}, then agents resident atk have migration rights tol . Well-
formedness of environments and typing threads is extended accordingly by using the following key rules

Γ ` env Γ ` w : loc{} Γ ` u : loc{}
Γ,u : movew ` env

Γ `w u : loc{movew} Γ `u P

Γ `w gou.P
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To conclude, we mention two other works on Dπ type systems. The first one [3] develops a typing
discipline to enforcereceptiveness, i.e. a property ensuring that each output over a located channel will
eventually be consumed by a corresponding input action. The second one [18] extends Dπ with higher-
order communications and the its type system extends that in [17] with the use of dependent types.

3.2 Types forlsdπ

The type system presented in [33] is very similar to the basic type system for Dπ. Its aim is to prevent
arity mismatch in communications. However,lsdπ type system is simpler than [20] because several well-
formedness conditions are enforced by syntactic constraints (see footnote 4 for some details and [33] for a
full discussion).

Similarly to Dπ, the type of a channel describes the kind of values transmissible over that channel. Thus,
if a can carryk-tuples of channels (recall that inlsdπ site names cannot be communicated) whose type is
γ1, . . . ,γk, thena’s type isChan(γ1, . . . ,γk). The type of a site captures the types of the free channels at the
site; thus, ifa1, . . . ,an are the free channels in a sitesandai has typeγi , thenshas type{a1 : γ1, . . . ,an : γn}.

Type judgements take the form ofΓ ` N whereΓ is a finite mapping from site names into site types. It
also includes a special siteh (h stands forhere) which designates the current site when typing the occurrence
of simple channels in processes. The typing inference relies on the following rules

Γ ` a@s : Γ(s)(a) Γ ` a : Γ(h)(a)

Γ ` u : Chan(̃γ) , ṽ : γ̃

Γ ` u!〈ṽ〉
Γ ` u : Chan(̃γ) , x̃ : γ̃ , P

Γ−{x̃@h} ` u?(x̃).P

Γ ` P

Γ[s/h] ` s[[P]]

Notice that a migration (occurring as a side effect of the reference to a remote namea@s) is guaranteed to
send code to an existing site (i.e. a site in the domain ofΓ), since otherwise the typeΓ(s)(a) is undefined.
Moreover, the ‘here’ site variableh is instantiated when typing a nodes[[ · ]] with the site namesof the node.

More refined types systems forlsdπ are under development in [25]; we leave their presentation to
another paper.

3.3 Types forµKLAIM

µKLAIM types provide information about the legality of process actions: downloading/consuming tuples,
producing tuples, activating processes and creating new nodes. We use{r, i,o,e,n} to indicate the set of
capabilities, where each symbol stands for the operation whose name begins with it; we letπ to range over
subsets of capabilities.Types, ranged over byδ, are functions mapping localities (and locality variables)
into subsets of capabilities.

Nodes are now decorated with a type, expressing their security policy; hence, the syntax ofµKLAIM

nets becomes
N ::= l ::δ P

∣∣ N1 ‖ N2

The type of a node is set by a net coordinator and determines the access policy of the node in terms of
access rights; type checking will guarantee that only processes whose intentions match the rights granted by
the coordinators are allowed to proceed. E.g., the capabilitye is used to control process mobility; thus, the
privilege[l ′ 7→ {e}] in the type of localityl will enable processes running inl to spawn code overl ′.

Apart from occurring in the specification of a node, type related information are introduced in two other
syntactic constructs. In actionnewloc(u : δ), typeδ specifies the security policy of the new node. Moreover,
bound locality variables, occurring in templates argument ofin/read actions, now take the form of! u : π,
whereπ specifies the access rights corresponding to the operations that the process prefixed by thein/read
action wants to perform atu. In both cases, the type information is not strictly necessary: it increases the
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flexibility of the newloc action (otherwise, some kind of ‘default policy’ should be assigned to the newly
created node) and enables a simpler static type checking.

Informally, for each node of a net, sayl ::δ P, the static type checker determines whether the actions that
P intends to perform when running atl are enabled by the access policyδ or not; moreover, it verifies that
in a. the continuation process behaves consistently to the declarations made for locality variables bound by
a. This fact is expressed by the type judgementδ| l P. A net is deemedwell-typedif for each nodel ::δ P it
holds thatδ| l P.

Type related information play a crucial role in the operational semantics, since they enable/disable pro-
cess migrations and data communications. This fact is expressed by modifying the operational rules for
actionsevalandin/read as follows. The new reduction rule foreval is

δ′| l ′ Q

l ::δ eval(Q)@l ′.P ‖ l ′ ::δ
′
P′ Â−→ l ::δ P ‖ l ′ ::δ

′
P′|Q

Notice that the processQ must be dynamically type checked against the policy of nodel ′; this is necessary
since no a-priori knowledge of target node policy can be assumed, and hence no static checking performed
in l over the spawned process can be done. The rule for actionin (the corresponding rule forread is omitted)
is:

matchδ(T [[T ]], t) = σ

l ::δ in(T)@l ′.P ‖ l ′ :: 〈t〉 Â−→ l ::δ Pσ ‖ l ′ :: nil

The new pattern matching functionmatchδ is defined likematchbut it also verifies that processPσ does not
perform illegal actions w.r.t.δ. Because of the static inference, the definition ofmatchδ simply relies on the
following rule:

π⊆ δ(l ′)

matchδ(! u : π, l ′) = [l ′/u]

Indeed, the static inference verifies thatP performs overu at most the operations declared byπ; hence, ifδ
enables the actions identified byπ over l ′, thenPσ will never violate policyδ due to operations overl ′.

Similarly to Dπ, µKLAIM types aresound. This means that processes running in well-typed nets do
not attempt to execute actions that are not allowed by the capabilities they own (type safety), and that this
property is preserved along reductions (subject reduction). However, differently from Dπ, the definition of
µKLAIM runtime errors is straightforward and relies on the rule

cap(a) 6∈ δ(tgt(a))

l ::δ a.P ↑l

wheretgt(a) andcap(a) denote, resp., the target locality and the capability associated to actiona.

The theory presented so far ensures that processes running in a net behave accordingly to the policies
specified for the sites of the net; however, it is far from being realistic and usable, especially in e-commerce
applications, because of its static nature. We now show some simple modifications that enable programming
dynamic privileges acquisition; this will allow us to deal with more flexible and sensitive applications of our
theory. We conclude by sketching how privilege loss could be added to the picture; the interested reader is
referred to [14] for full details and examples.

The main characteristic of the revised theory is the possibility of programming privileges exchange;
to this aim, we shall decorate localities in output actions with acapability specification, µ, expressing the
conveyed privileges. Hence, tuples take now the form

t ::= e
∣∣ ` : µ

∣∣ t1, t2
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Formally, µ is a partial function with finite domain from localities (and locality variables) to subsets of
capabilities. Intuitively, actionout(l : [l1 7→ π1, . . . , lm 7→ πm])@l ′ creates a tuple containing localityl that
can be accessed only from localitiesl1, . . . , lm; moreover, when the tuple will be retrieved froml i , l i ’s access
policy will acquire the privilege[l 7→ πi ]. To rule out simple capability forging, we must ensure that the
privilege [l 7→ π1∪ . . .∪ πm] is really owned by the node executing theout. This can be done through a
revised tuple evaluation functionT [[ · ]]δ, whose most significant definition rule is

µ= [l1 7→ π1, . . . , lm 7→ πm] µ′ = [l1 7→ π1∩δ(l), . . . , lm 7→ πm∩δ(l)]

T [[ l : µ]]δ = l : µ′

The operational rule forout now becomes

T [[ t ]]δ = et

l ::δ out(t)@l ′.P ‖ l ′ ::δ
′
P′ Â−→ l ::δ P ‖ l ′ ::δ

′
P′ | 〈et〉

In this new setting, the execution of actionsin andread has two effects: replacing free occurrences of
variables with localities/values (like before) and enriching the type of the node performing the action with
the privileges granted along with the tuple. By letting the notationδ[δ′′] to denote the pointwise union of
functionsδ andδ′′, the new rule forin (the rule forread is similar) becomes:

matchδl (T [[T ]]δ,et) = 〈δ′′,σ〉
l ::δ in(T)@l ′.P ‖ l ′ :: 〈et〉 Â−→ l ::δ[δ′′] Pσ ‖ l ′ :: nil

Functionmatchδl differs frommatchδ in two aspects: it returns the substitutionσ to be applied to the contin-
uation process together with the privileges passed by (the producer of) the tuple to nodel , and it indirectly
type checksPσ by also considering such privileges. Its definition relies on the rules

π⊆ δ(l ′)∪µ(l)

matchδl (! u : π, l ′ : µ) = 〈[l ′ 7→ π], [l ′/u]〉
matchδl (T1, t1) = 〈δ1,σ1〉 matchδl (T2, t2) = 〈δ2,σ2〉

matchδl ( (T1,T2) , (t1, t2) ) = 〈δ1[δ2],σ1◦σ2〉
whereσ1 ◦σ2 denotes composition of substitutionsσ1 andσ2. Indeed, the static inference ensured thatP
performs overu at most actions enabled byπ. Moreover, functionmatchsucceeds only ifπ is enabled by
the privileges owned byl over l ′, joint with the new privilegesµ(l). These two conditions imply thatPσ
type checks.

Since nodel ::δ P can dynamically acquire privileges whenP performsin/read actions, it is possible
that statically illegal actions can become permissible at run-time. For this reason, ifP intends to perform
an action not allowed byδ, the static inference system cannot now reject the process, since the capability
necessary to perform the action could in principle be dynamically acquired byl . In such cases, the inference
system simplymarksthe action to require its dynamic checking. The static semantics now is built up over the
judgementδ| l P . P′, where processP′ is obtained fromP by possibly marking some actions. Intuitively,
it means that all the variables inP′ are used according to their definition and, whenP′ is located atl , its
unmarked actions are allowed byδ. Once the syntax of processes has been extended to allow processes to
contain marked actions, a net can be deemedexecutableif for each nodel ::δ P it holds thatδ| l P . P (i.e.
if the net already contains all the necessary marks).

As far as the operational semantics is concerned, the rule foreval must be modified. In this framework,
the process that is actually sent for execution is that resulting (if any) from the type checking of the original
incoming process. Thus, such a process contains all necessary marks. Moreover, in order to take into
account the execution of marked actions, the following rule must be added

l ′ = tgt(a) cap(a) ∈ δ(l ′) l ::δ a.P ‖ l ′ ::δ
′
Q Â−→ N

l ::δ a.P ‖ l ′ ::δ
′
Q Â−→ N
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In substance, this rule says that the marking mechanism acts as an in-lined security monitor by stopping
the execution of marked actions whenever the privilege for executing them is missing. Type soundness still
holds, but is now formulated in terms of executable nets.

We now comment on possible variations of the type theory. In real situations, a (mobile) process could
dynamically acquire some privileges and, from time to time, decide whether it wants to keep them for it-
self or to share them with other processes running in the same environment, viz. at the same node. Our
framework can smoothly accommodate this feature, by associating privileges also to processes and letting
them decide whether an acquisition must enrich their hosting node or themselves. Moreover, the privileges
could have an expiration date. Timing information can easily be accommodated in the framework presented
by simply assigning privileges a validity duration and by updating this information while time passes. Fur-
thermore, ‘acquisition of privileges’ can be thought of as ‘purchase of services/goods’; hence it would be
reasonable that a process lose the acquired privilege once it uses the service or passes the good to another
process. A simple modification of our framework, for taking into account multiplicities of privileges and
their consumption (due, e.g., to execution of the corresponding action or to cession of the privilege to an-
other process), can permit the handling of this new scenario. Finally, the granter of a privilege could decide
to revoke the privilege previously granted because of, e.g., a misbehaviour or expiry of the subscription time
(in fact, this could be a way of managing expiration dates without assigning privileges a validity duration).
To manage privilege revocation we could annotate privileges dynamically acquired with the granter identity
and enable processes to use a new ‘revoke’ operation.

In [16], µKLAIM type system is also refined to incorporate other real systems security features, i.e.
granting different privileges to processes coming from different nodes and constraining the operations al-
lowed over different tuples. Thus, for example, ifl trustsl ′, thenl security policy could accept processes
coming froml ′ and let them accessing any tuple in its tuple space. Ifl ′ is not totally trusted, thenl ’s security
policy could grant processes coming froml ′, e.g., the capabilities for executingin/read only over tuples
that do not contain classified data. To this aim, we let types to be functions from localities (and locality
variables) into functions from localities (and locality variables) into sets of capabilities. Intuitively, the as-
sociation[l 7→ l ′ 7→ π] in the policy of nodel ′′ enables processes spawned overl ′′ by (a process running
at) nodel to perform overl ′ the operations enabled byπ. Capabilities are still used to specify the allowed
process operations, but now they also specify the shape (i.e. number of fields, kind of each field, . . . ) of
in/out/read arguments. For example, the capability< i , 〈“ public” ,−〉> (where ‘−’ is used to denote a
generic template field) states that actionin(T) is enabled only ifT is made up of two fields and the first one
is the string“ public” . Thus, it enables the operationsin(“ public” , !x)@... and in(“ public” ,3)@..., while
disables operationsin(“ private” , !x)@... andin(!x, !y)@....

The types forKLAIM proposed in [9] were functions mapping localities (and locality variables) into
functions from sets of capabilities to types. A type of the form[` 7→ π 7→ δ] describes the intention of
performing the actions corresponding toπ at`; moreover, it imposes constraintδ on the processes that could
possibly be spawned at`. Thus, if [l 7→ {e} 7→ δ] is in the policy of nodel ′, then processes running atl ′

can spawn overl code that type checks withδ. This is required in order to enable the static inference to
decide whether the spawned process can legally run atl or not (thus, it avoids the dynamic type check when
performingevalactions). However, to make this possible, it must hold thatδ is a subtype ofl ’s type; hence, a
global knowledge of node types is required. This can be reasonable for LANs while is hardly implementable
in WANs, where usually nodes are under the control of different authorities. The type systems forµKLAIM

are more realistic in that the static checker only need local information; however, it is less efficient because
it requires a larger amount of dynamic checks.

Moreover, the type theory is complicated by the fact that types can berecursive; hence, system of
recursive type equations must be solved often. Recursive types are used for typing migrating recursive
processes like, e.g.,P , in(! x)@l .out(x)@l ′.eval(P)@l ′′. P can be typed by solving the recursive type
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equationδ = [l 7→ {i} 7→⊥, l ′ 7→ {o} 7→⊥, l ′′ 7→ {e} 7→ δ], where⊥ denotes the empty type. However, notice
that recursive processes do not necessarily have recursive types: e.g. processQ , in(!x)@l .out(x)@l ′.Q
has type[l 7→ {i} 7→ ⊥, l ′ 7→ {o} 7→ ⊥].

4 Behavioural Equivalences

To conclude this paper, we shall now give an outline of the behavioural theories developed for the languages
studied. Behavioural theories are usually exploited to abstract away a process/net from its syntactic structure
and isolate the essence of its functionality. The theory can be used in several ways, e.g. to prove the
soundness of a protocol implementation in the language, to prove some form of correspondence between a
process written in a language and its encoding in another language, to establish the theoretical foundation to a
optimisation procedure (that, for example, takes a process and produces a more efficient but still functionally
equivalent process), and so on.

All our case-study languages come equipped with a behavioural theory based on some form of bisim-
ulation. lsdπ only provides a bisimulation that turns out to be a congruence, while Dπ’s andµKLAIM ’s
bisimulations exactly captures a form of contextually defined equivalence, namelybarbed congruence[30].
Barbed congruence relies on the notion ofobservationand considers equivalent those nets that cannot be
distinguished by any observation in any context during their execution. Having a bisimulation that exactly
captures a contextual equivalence is usually considered as evidence for the bisimulation to be the most ap-
propriate notion of behavioural equivalence for the calculus. Indeed, it is both expressive (it captures barbed
congruence) and it does not suffer from the context closure present in any contextual congruence.

In the rest of this section, we shall present the semantic theory of the three languages studied. In each
subsection, we shall firstly present a contextual relation (whenever present), an operational semantics based
on labelled transition system(LTS) and a bisimulation built over it. As usual, one can choose whether
giving a rather complex LTS but a standard bisimulation or a simple LTS and a more articulated notion
of bisimulation. Dπ follows the first approach, whileµKLAIM and lsdπ the second one. For the sake of
presentation, we shall omit from this paper all the technical details; the interested reader is referred to the
full papers for a complete presentation.

An asynchronous higher-order bisimulation forµKLAIM . The semantics theory developed forµKLAIM

in [15] firstly introduces a reduction barbed congruence relation that is considered the touchstone of the
behavioural equivalences inµKLAIM , by following the approach in [22]. Then, it introduces a simple LTS
and builds up on its top a labelled higher-order asynchronous bisimulation that exactly captures barbed
congruence.

For the sake of simplicity, we shall use a slightly different version of the calculus, where theread
primitive is not present (it can be encoded) and where the operational semantics for the creation of new
nodes does not exploit anymore configurations likeL ` N (see Section 2.3) but relies on the standardπ–
calculus restriction operator. Thus a net now is described by the following production

N ::= 0
∣∣ l :: P

∣∣ N1 ‖ N2
∣∣ (νl)N

Definition 4.1 (Reduction Barbed Congruence)

• PredicateN ↓ l holds true if and only ifN ≡ (νl̃)(N′ ‖ l :: 〈t〉), for some tuplet, andl 6∈ l̃ . Predicate
N ⇓ l is defined as∃ N′ : N Â−→ ∗ N′ ∧ N′ ↓ l .

• Net contexts are defined asC[·] ::= [·] ∣∣ N ‖C[·] ∣∣ (νl)C[·]
• Reduction barbed congruence, ∼=, is the largest symmetric relation over nets such that, whenever

N1ℜN2, it holds that:
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1. if N1 ↓ l thenN2 ⇓ l

2. if N1 Â−→ N′
1 thenN2 Â−→ ∗ N′

2 andN′
1ℜN′

2

3. for all net contexts, it holds thatC[N1]∼= C[N2]

Intuitively, the basicµKLAIM observable is the presence of a datum in a certain tuple space; barbed
congruence equates two nets that, once put in a generic context, exhibit the same data in the same localities
during all their computations. In order to capture barbed congruence by using a coinductive technique, we
give an alternative (equivalent) operational semantics toµKLAIM nets, based on a LTS. The main rules are

l 6∈ f n(N2)

N1 ‖ (νl)N2 ≡ (νl)(N1 ‖ N2)

match(E [[T ]],et) = σ

l :: in(T)@l ′.P et / l ′−−−−→ l :: Pσ

l :: out(t)@l ′.P
〈E [[ t ]]〉 . l ′−−−−−−−−→ l :: P l :: eval(Q)@l ′.P Q . l ′−−−−→ l :: P

l :: newloc(l ′).P τ−→ (νl ′)(l :: P ‖ l ′ :: nil) l :: I
I @ l−−−→ l :: nil

N1
et / l ′−−−−→ N′

1 N2
〈et〉 @ l ′−−−−−→ N′

2

N1 ‖ N2
τ−→ N′

1 ‖ N′
2

N1
P . l−−−→ N′

1 N2
nil @ l−−−−→ N′

2

N1 ‖ N2
τ−→ N′

1 ‖ N′
2 ‖ l :: P

whereI ranges over the inert processes, namelynil and〈et〉. The rules above essentially states that anewloc
is turned into a net restriction and that the scope of restricted names can be extended without captures.
Moreover, the intentions of sending a datum/process can be concretised (thus originating aτ action) only
if there exists in the net the target node of theout/eval; similarly, the intention of retrieving a datum can
be concretised only if the target site contains in its tuple space a datum matching the specified template.
Obviously, it is assumed that, whenever aE [[ · ]] occurs, it never fails.

By exploiting the features of this LTS, we can define a labelled bisimulation that exactly captures the
barbed congruence given above. For the sake of presentation, we letχ to range over actionsτ and(ν l̃) I @ l .

As usual,=⇒ denotes
τ−→∗

,
µ

=⇒ denotes=⇒ µ−→ =⇒ and
µ̂

=⇒ denotes=⇒ if µ= τ and
µ

=⇒ otherwise.

Definition 4.2 A symmetric relationℜ betweenµKLAIM nets is abisimulationif for eachN1ℜN2 it holds
that:

1. if N1
χ−→ N′

1 thenN2
χ
=⇒ N′

2 andN′
1ℜN′

2

2. if N1
(νl̃) P . l−−−−−→ N′

1 thenN2 ‖ l :: nil =⇒ N′
2 and(νl̃)(N′

1 ‖ l :: P) ℜ N′
2

3. if N1
et / l ′−−−−→ N′

1 thenN2 ‖ l ′ :: 〈et〉 =⇒ N′
2 andN′

1 ‖ l ′ :: nil ℜ N′
2

Bisimilarity,≈, is the largest bisimulation.

This bisimulation is somehow inspired by that in [23]. The key idea is that, since sending operations

are asynchronous, a sending operation by a netN1, sayN1 Â(νl̃) C . l−−−−→ N′
1, can be simulated by a netN2 in a

context where the localityl is provided by performing some internal actions (becomingN′
2). Indeed, since

we want our bisimulation to be a congruence, a context that provides the target locality of the sending action
should not tell apartN1 andN2. Hence, forN1 ‖ l :: nil to be simulable byN2 ‖ l :: nil , it must hold that,
upon transitions,(νl̃)(N′

1 ‖ l :: C) is simulable byN′
2. Similar considerations holds also for the case of the

input actions, but the context is[·] ‖ l1 :: 〈l2〉.
In [15], this bisimulation has been used to verify the requirements for aµKLAIM implementation of a

protocol solving the‘Dining Philosophers’problem. The basic framework has been then extended to keep
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into account failures and, by exploiting the modified framework, it has been proved the soundness of a
possible solution of the‘k-set agreement’problem. Finally, by adding a predicate of reachability between
µKLAIM nodes in a net, also a routing bisimulation is defined that takes into account the number of hops
necessary to perform actions.

A typed bisimulation for D π. The main contribution of [17] is in the definition of a typed bisimulation
for Dπ networks. Indeed, since Dπ strongly relies on types to control the proper execution of programs (e.g.
by blocking migrations over non-existing nodes, to ensure unique allocation of a channel name in a node or
the consistent use of shared channel names by means of registered types), the behavioural semantics must
take into account the global knowledge available. Moreover, it turns out that the equivalence of two nets
strongly relies on the capabilities the system owns over the resources of the nets: indeed, a context in which
no one can migrate overk and nor capability is present for channela will never tell apartk[[ stop]] and
k[[a!〈〉 ]].

Thus, in [17] the notion ofknowledge-indexed relationsover networks is used. Such relations are fami-
lies of binary relations over Dπ networks indexed by closed type environments, representing the knowledge
of the user (i.e. a subset of the global knowledge of the system). In general, the user knowledge does not
have enough information to type the systems considered, but it is consistent with (i.e. it is a supertype) the
system knowledge, that on the contrary must type the systems. Hence, the standard notion of (weak) barbed
congruence is extended to take into account also typing information.

Definition 4.3 ∼=rbc is the largest symmetric knowledge-indexed relation over Dπ networks such that:

1. it is reduction closed, i.e. whenever∆ |= M ∼=rbc N andM → M′ there existsN′ such thatN →∗ N′

and∆ |= M′ ∼=rbc N′

2. it is barb preserving, i.e. ∆ |= M ∼=rbc N and∆ `M ⇓ a@k implies∆ `N ⇓ a@k (where∆ `M ⇓ a@k
holds true iff∆ `k k : loc{move,a : res{r〈〉,w〈〉}} andM →∗ (M′ | k[[a!〈〉.P]]))

3. it is contextual, i.e.

• ∆un : T |= M ∼=rbc N implies∆ |= (νn : T)M ∼=rbc (νn : T)N
• ∆ |= M ∼=rbc N and∆ `k k : loc{move} and∆ ` k[[P]] implies∆ |= M|k[[P]]∼=rbc N|k[[P]]
• ∆ |= M ∼=rbc N and∆,∆′ ` env implies∆,∆′ |= M ∼=rbc N

According to this definition, a barb is now observable on a channela at locationk only if k is actually a
reachable location containing channela and it is possible to read and write values from it. For the sake of
simplicity, only themovecapability (and not the more complicatedmovek) is considered for the behavioural
theory. Moreover, the contextuality requirement only accepts parallel contexts typeable w.r.t. the user
knowledge; the latter, in turn, can increase by inventing new names (but not new capabilities for already
known names) that, however, must preserve well-formedness of the knowledge.

The labelled bisimulation capturing this contextual congruence is built upon a typed LTS relatingcon-
figurationsof the form∆.N, where∆ is the user knowledge. We useC,D, . . . to range over configurations.
Transitions take the form∆ . N

µ−→ ∆′ . N′, since also the environment can change as a side effect of the
action execution. Moreover, because of the possible limited knowledge, an external user may not be able to
provoke these actions. The key rules are

N→ N′

∆.N
τ−→ ∆.N′

∆ `k k : loc{move,a : res{w〈T〉}} ∆ `k U : T

∆.k[[a?(X : T).P]]
k.a?〈V〉−−−−→ ∆.k[[P[U/X] ]]

∆ `k k : loc{move,a : res{r〈T〉}} ∆ukU : T exists

∆.k[[a!〈U〉.P]]
k.a!〈V〉−−−→ ∆ukU : T .k[[P]]
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By using this LTS, the definition of (weak) labelled bisimulation is standard.

Definition 4.4 A symmetric binary relationℜ over Dπ configurations is said to be abisimulationif C ℜ D

implies that, wheneverC
µ−→C′, there existsD′ such thatD

µ̂
=⇒ D′ andC′ ℜ D′.

M andN arebisimilar in the environment∆, written∆ |= M ≈bis N, if ∆.M ℜ ∆.N for some bisimula-
tion ℜ.

Finally, a more complex scenario is considered in [17], where the context can already put threads in
localities where it does not have migration rights; thus, for example, the contextk[[ a?().gol .b!〈〉 ]] can
distinguish the nets

l [[ . . . ]] | k[[stop]] and l [[ . . . ]] | k[[a!〈〉 ]]
by relying on the user knowledge∆ , l : loc{move,b : res{r〈〉,w〈〉}},k : loc{a : res{r〈〉,w〈〉}}. The
definitions in this more elaborated setting are heavier, and thus are left for the interested reader.

An asynchronous bisimulation for lsdπ. As we said, in [33] is given an asynchronous bisimulation for
lsdπ; but it does not capture any contextual equivalence. Hence, the bisimulation can be useful to prove
some interesting equations or to formulate a fully abstract encoding oflsdπ in Dπ(or viceversa). However,
apart from congruence properties, it has not a strong theoretical relevance. The main labelled rules it exploits
are

a!〈ũ〉 a!〈ũ〉−−→ 0 a?(x̃).P
a?〈ũ〉−−→ P[ũ/x̃]

r 6= s

r[[a@s!〈ũ〉 ]] τ−→ s[[ (a@s!〈ũ〉)σr ]]

r 6= s

r[[a@s?(ũ).P]] τ−→ s[[ (a@s?(ũ).P)σr ]]

P
(νñ)a!〈ũ〉−−−−−→ P′ Q

a?〈ũ〉−−→ Q′ sub j(ñ)∩ f n(Q) = /0

P | Q
τ−→ (νñ)(P′ | Q′)

wheresub j(ñ) collects the (possibly compound) names occurring inñ that are caught by the restriction on
ñ. The labelled bisimulation is a standard asynchronous bisimulation and is defined as follows:

Definition 4.5 A symmetric binary relationℜ betweenlsdπ nets is alabelled bisimulationif, whenever
N1ℜN2, it holds that:

1. if N1
τ−→ N′

1 thenN2
τ−→ N′

2 andN′
1ℜN′

2

2. if N1
(νñ)u!〈ũ〉−−−−−→ N′

1 with sub j(ñ)∩ f n(N2) = /0 thenN2
(νñ)u!〈ũ〉−−−−−→ N′

2 andN′
1ℜN′

2

3. if N1
u?〈ũ〉−−→ N′

1 then

a. eitherN2
u?〈ũ〉−−→ N′

2 andN′
1ℜN′

2,

b. or N2
τ−→ N′

2 andN′
1ℜ(N′

2 | s[[a!〈ũ〉 ]]), whereu = a@s.

Labelled bisimilarity∼ is the largest labelled bisimulation.

This relation is used in [33] to prove the motto oflsdπ: “what you see is what you get”. This is expressed
by the equation

s[[P]] ∼ r[[P]]

that holds true wheneverP only contains global names.
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5 Related Work

In this paper we analysed three languages for programming global computing applications that rely on a
flat net architecture. To the best of our knowledge, there are two other such languages studied in literature:
π1`-calculus [1] by Roberto Amadio andNOMADIC PICT [36] by Peter Sewellet al. In this section we shall
briefly mention their characteristics and, thus, we will compare their features with the work presented in this
paper forµKLAIM , Dπ andlsdπ.

π1`-calculus. The calculus is an asynchronousπ–calculus with features for processes allocation (nodes
are organised in a flat architecture) and movement, together with primitives for killing executing nodes and
detecting such failures. Each node comes equipped with alocation processproviding information about
the status of the corresponding node (dead or alive). The migration primitive,spawn(P, l), is very closed
to actiongo in Dπ andeval in µKLAIM : the movement is objective and the mobility is weak (actually, the
latter primitives were inspired by the former one).

Channels are not located in a node and the communication is by default remote: a message sent to a
channela enters in the network (thus exiting from the site where it has been emitted) and then reaches
without any explicit routing its corresponding receiver (if any). For any channel, there is auniquereceiving
process for that channel and names transmitted as arguments of messages cannot be used to create receivers.
This restriction greatly simplifies the algebraic theory and is enforced by a type system.

Nodes are thus the unit of failure: they cannot move (since there is no hierarchical structure assumed),
they do not offer capabilities for inter-process communication (channels are reachable from everywhere)
and there is no notion of security policy associated to a node. The calculus is encoded in an asynchronous
π–calculus enjoying the unicity of receivers, calledπ1-calculus, thus hiding all the features related to distri-
bution.

NOMADICT PICT. The language is a distributed and agent-based version ofPICT [32], a concurrent lan-
guage based on the asynchronousπ–calculus. Differently from all the languages for distribution with flat
net architecture, the language relies on a net (a collection of named sites) wherenamed agentscan roam.
Both agents and sites are uniquely named.

Channels are not located, but the communication between two agents can take place only if they are
located in the same node (thus no low-level remote communication is allowed). However, the language
also provides a (high-level) primitive for remote communication, that transparently delivers a message to
an agent even if the latter is not co-located with the message sender. This primitive is then encoded in the
low-level calculus by a central forwarding server, implemented by only using the low-level primitives.

Agents are the unity of mobility, while sites are the unity of communication. The migration primitive
migrate to is subjective in that it moves all the agent performing the action to the specified site.
Moreover, the migration primitive is strong and asynchronous in that an agent brings its state in the remote
site where it migrates on and can still receive messages while moving. These aspects are in sharp contrast
with the design choice of Dπ andµKLAIM .

A type system and a typed LTS are then defined to verify that the programs written respects the typing
information specified also during their computations. Types record information about the values a channel
can carry on (both in read and in write mode) and the fact that a name refers to a site or to an agent (and in
this last case, it also verifies whether the agent is mobile or static). This use of types is not related to access
control: it is closer to standardπ–calculus-like type safety.
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6 Conclusions

The present paper has collected several results about the most popular languages for programming global
computing applications under the assumption that the net model is just a collection of nodes hosting execut-
ing processes and resources. The main case-study languages were those included in theM IKADO project,
namely Dπ, lsdπ andµKLAIM . The aim of this paper was to put in evidence the commonalities between the
languages and the foundational theories developed by the project members during the last years. Section 2
has compared their language design issues, mainly in terms of the communication and mobility primitives:
it should be clear now that, even if the languages are somehow different, they are closely related and are
easily interchangeable. Sections 3 and 4 have sketched some of the theory developed for them. It should be
clear from the exposition their type theories in particular are clearly inspired by the same principles.

We believe that these commonalities can been transferred in the core programming model; indeed, the
choice of having a flat net architecture only simplifies the semantic theory underlying the languages. We
think that at least the type related work can be adapted to languages with a hierarchical net structure. On
the other hand, the behavioural theories of the latter languages are harder because of the more complicated
interaction that can arise in network executions (see, e.g., the problems ofgrave interferencespointed out in
[24] for the Ambient calculus or the complications present in the definition of coinductive proof techniques
for the Ambient calculus [26, 27], the Boxed Ambient calculus [5] or the Seal calculus [7]). However, we
believe that the theories developed for the (simpler) flat net languages can help in understanding the essence
of a bisimulation in a global computing scenario. They can be a good testing environment for developing
new semantic notions (like, e.g., failures, connections/disconnections, routing information) for more general
frameworks.

Acknowledgements: Matthew Hennessy, Vladimiro Sassone and Rosario Pugliese carefully read a first
draft of this work and helped me in improving it. Antonio Ravara suggested some good improvements and
explained me severallsdπ subtleties.
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